
GETTING FOUND ONLINE: 
SEO STRATEGY & KEYWORDS

FOCUSED?
LET'S GET IT DONE

This is a view only file, so grab
a pen, download the file, print
it off and let's get started.



Will help you rank for low demand, high-conversion

keywords (e.g. dance physio near me)

 Will help you rank for high demand, low commercial

competition (e.g. best sleeping position for neck pain). 

 Will help you attract searchers seeking your content

and can steer how your brand shows up in search.

NOT an overnight miracle, but attracts compound interest.

You can use pay-per-click (PPC) Ads and social media

to drive traffic, but just 2.8% of people click on ads.

SEO has 20 times more traffic opportunity than PPC -

Rand Fishkin.

SEO pays dividends over time. It doesn't turn off when

your Ad-spend is turned off.

SEO will help you achieve your Private Practice

marketing goals

WHY SEO IS SO IMPORTANT

SEO STRATEGY

WHY NOT JUST USE ADS OR SOCIAL MEDIA?



KEYWORD RESEARCH - NEED TO KNOWS

MUST DO YOUR KEYWORD RESEARCH FIRST.

If you don't know which words and phrases you want to

rank for, you won't be able to structure your content for

your potential searchers.

Don't waste time trying to optimise for words and

phrases that no-one is actually looking for.

KEYWORD RESEARCH GOALS.

First determine what are your MARKETING GOALS (e.g.

getting more patients into clinic, increasing your brand

awareness, increasing your email list sign-ups).

Understand your search 'landscape' - what keywords

are being used that could be important to your

practice? (see search demand curve)

Create a list of terms and phrases that match your

MARKETING GOALS and are achievable terms of ranking

and the keywords have actual demand.

Prioritise your keywords - do the most important things

first.

Take all the keywords that matter most to your Private

Practice and match them with pages on your website.

Amend pages and create content for when you don't

have a home for a keyword.



SEARCH DEMAND CURVE

There is a search demand curve… a small number of keywords have

millions of searches every month e.g the keyword ‘Trump’ had 1,540,000

searches in the last 12 months. 

But you can extrapolate billions of keywords from the main keyword which

have low search volumes e.g. ‘Trump eating habits’ only had 10 searches in

the last 12 months. 

So you may inadvertently choose a keyword that only has one or two

people searching for it per month.

The word ‘trump’ has lots of competition and is very broad in 'intent' 

The further down the graph you go, although there are less people

searching for that keyword, the competition will be less and it’s likely they

have more specific intent.



Open up a Google Search:

1) Pop in a keyword or question e.g. "How long does it take to

recover from COVID?" 

2) Look at the 'common questions', record them in an Excel

sheet, and choose the most relevant from the list:

3) Then repeat the process by searching the most relevant

search term from above e.g. "How long does COVID-19 last?"

4) Continue and keep recording in Excel

 How to search for keywords



Open https://www.semrush.com/analytics/keywordmagic/start

1) Put your keyword findings into the tool one by one - let's use

"running physio"

2) Log the volume, the 'KD' (Keyword Difficulty) and CP (cost per

click - another way of grading competition) in your spread sheet.

3) Continue with your list

4) Do a bit of organising of your keywords. Which ones will you

ditch (e.g. too competitive, no one's searching for the term).

Make a hierachy. Which is going to be the main keyword you'll

aim for. 

5)Do a little audit of your website - are your pages currently

matching with your keywords. Where do you potentially need to

rename / spruce up / write a page?

Proritising your keywords


